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Short INterspersed Elements (SINEs) are an important component of the genome in higher eukaryotes. Commonly, their genomes have one or several SINE families. **Aim.** Identification and analysis of SINEs in the oriental lancelet *Branchiostoma belcheri* was the goal of this study. **Methods.** Original and conventional bioinformatics methods were used. **Results.** Eighteen *B. belcheri* SINE families have been found and analyzed. **Conclusions.** Our analysis of the genome of *B. belcheri* has demonstrated an extreme variation of SINEs. The multitude of retrotransposons in lancelets is discussed in the context of chordate genomes.
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**Introduction**

Lancelets (Cephalochordata) are small jawless segmented marine filter-feeders with a notochord. Fossil data dates them to the early Cambrian (~530 mya). Lancelets can provide an insight into the evolution and development of vertebrates, and sequencing of some of their genomes is an exciting advancement in the genomics of vertebrates. *Branchiostoma belcheri* Gray is one of the few remaining species of lancelets found in South Africa, Indo-West Pacific, Madagascar, and China. Its genome has been sequenced recently [1].

The genomes are invaded by various repetitive elements, the most abundant of which (at least in higher eukaryotes) are Long (LINEs) and Short INterspersed Elements (SINEs). Both are retrotransposons, i.e., their amplification cycle includes the transcription of their genomic copies, reverse transcription of these transcripts, and integration of DNA into the genome. LINEs rely on the transcription by the cellular RNA polymerase II, while the reverse transcription and integration are fulfilled by their own enzymes. SINEs encode no enzymes and employ the cell machinery for their transcription (unlike LINEs, SINEs are transcribed by RNA polymerase III (pol III) similarly to tRNAs) and their partner LINEs...
for the reverse transcription/integration. Accordingly, SINEs have pol III promoters for transcription and sequences recognized by the enzymes of their partner LINE for reverse transcription/integration.

A typical SINE consists of the head derived from one of cellular RNA species (tRNA, 7SL RNA, or 5S rRNA); the body the terminal part of which is recognized by the partner reverse transcriptase (RT); and the tail, a stretch of simple repeats. There are variations; certain SINEs have no body or their body contains sequences of unknown origin and function (some of them called central domains) are shared between otherwise unrelated SINE families, etc. [2]

LINEs are found in the genomes of all higher eukaryotes. Clearly, SINEs cannot exist without LINEs; however, there are rare species whose genomes have LINEs but lack SINEs (e.g., Saccharomyces or Drosophila). During evolution, LINE (sub)families become inactive; clearly, partner SINEs also cease to amplify. If another LINE family becomes active in a particular genome, replacing the sequence recognized by its RT can reanimate a SINE [3]. A high number of SINE genomic copies favors such a module exchange. Usually, a genome harbors one or a few SINE families; some of them are inactive and were amplified in the ancestors.

Okada and colleagues have discovered the first SINE in lancelets, BflSINE1 (Bfl1) in Branchiostoma floridae (Florida lancelet) [4]. Another one, BflSINE2 (Bfl2), can be found in the last Repbase Update (RU) [5] available to us (as a consensus sequence with no description). Both are tRNA-derived SINEs with the CORE or Deu central domains, respectively. Their LINE partner remained unknown. Canestro & Albalat also mentioned a single SINE family (Bfl1) in B. floridae [6]. Finally, an “Alu” element reported in B. floridae [7] is neither Alu nor SINE but rather a fragment of an RTEX LINE. The paper on the B. floridae genome sequencing only mentions that identified transposable elements were deposited in RU [8].

In contrast to SINEs, a variety of LINE families were reported in the Florida lancelet; these include CR1/L2, Crack, I/Vingi/Outcast, L1/Tx1, NeSL/Hero, Proto2, REX1, and RTE/RTEX [6].

As concerns B. belcheri, Huang et al. presented an in-depth study of lancelet genomes, which included transposon analysis without their detailed classification. However, nonautonomous transposons (SINEs) were not considered at all [1]. Apart from that, we have found only one publication on B. belcheri repetitive sequences but it mentions only microsatellites [9].

Materials and Methods

The Branchiostoma belcheri draft genome (assembly v18h27.r3, internal ID: bbv18) was downloaded from The Lancelet (Branchiostoma belcheri) Genome Sequencing and Annotation Project Database [10].

We used custom Perl scripts based on the Smith-Waterman search to find genomic copies of SINEs and LINEs with the desired similarity to family consensuses. After most SINE families were identified, the genome bank was successively depleted using their consensus sequences (from long to short). SINE families proved to share extended similar regions and the similarity between indi-
vidual copies could be low (the mean similarity varied from 63 to 95 %), which greatly complicated their identification. We had to adjust search parameters and use unique search patterns to avoid misidentifications. Overall, 13,715 full-length SINE sequences have been found.

Multiple alignments were generated and edited using MAFFT [11] and GeneDoc [12]; the mean similarity was determined for 100 randomly selected sequences (or all available if less) using the al statist program [13]. Other sequence analysis tools were used such as fuzznuc, dotmatcher [14], etc.

Search for LINE partners of SINEs was performed using the 3’-end sequence (usually <100 bp) of a SINE family consensus as a query against RU followed by a search of matching LINE consensus sequence(s) in B. belcheri genome.

All B. belcheri SINE families were deposited to SINEBase [2].

Results and Discussion

SINEs are composed of modules such as tRNA-derived region, central domain, LINE-derived region, and tail (simple repeat region). For clarity, we consider SINE family as a set of SINEs of a common origin composed of the same modules in the same order (with the exception of the tail, which can vary) [2]. Minor variations (deletions not spanning over the whole module, insertions, and substitutions) give rise to subfamilies.

B. belcheri SINE families

In addition to BflSINE1 and BflSINE2 (hereafter referred to as Bfl1 and Bfl2, respectively) described previously [4,5], we have identified 16 new SINE families in the genome of B. belcheri. The length of the consensus sequences ranges from 194 to 446 bp, and the number of their full-length genomic copies varies from 20 to ~6000. The mean similarity of the genomic copies (which assumingly corresponds to the family age) ranges from 63 to 95 %. There were less abundant variants but these were ignored (20 copies roughly correspond to 100 copies in mammals adjusted for the genome size).

All identified families are typical tRNA-derived SINEs. They can be divided into two pools of SINE families excluding the stand-alone Bfl2. The pool A is composed of the tRNA head followed by the central domains CORE and Deu; the pool B is similar but lacks the Deu domain. The central domains are followed by the LINE-derived sequences and/or sequences of unknown origin. Their 3’-end is the tail, a few nucleotides tandemly repeated several times (Figs 1 and 2).

TRNA-derived head. It is not always possible to identify the cellular tRNA that gave rise to a SINE since the sequences of certain tRNA species are quite similar, and the corresponding region in SINEs has more or less modifications. However, the head sequence similarity allows the identified SINE families to be divided into three groups (indicated by shades of green in Fig. 1). The first group includes 15 families; the second, BbeA8 and BbeB3; and the third, only BbeA7. Amazingly, the latter has an extra tRNA-derived region in reverse orientation downstream of the central domain.

We specifically searched for 5S rRNA- and 7SL RNA-derived SINE sequences but failed to detect any in the genome of B. belcheri.
Central domains. All *B. belcheri* SINE families have central domains, CORE, Deu, or both. Ten families have the CORE domain followed by the Deu (pool A), seven families have CORE domain only (pool B), and Bfl2 SINE has the Deu domain only. The similarity region largely covers the greater part of the CORE consensus sequence (orange line in Fig. 1); however, some are truncated (BbeB5 and BbeB2). Most Deu domains in *B. belcheri* have the same deletion relative to the consensus sequence (yellow line in Fig. 1) but are 3’-truncated to different extents, and they are quite similar to each other. Bfl2 has a dissimilar matching pattern with Deu (Fig. 1).

LINE-derived regions. The identification of *B. belcheri* LINEs was not our goal, we only wanted to identify LINE partners of SINEs. Accordingly, we searched for LINE sequences with matching 3’ ends in the genome (the least significant was 67 % identity over 32 nt). It should be noted that most genomic copies of LINEs are not full-length. There are numerous LINE fragments of different lengths; apart from that they can have extended deletions or modifications relative to the full-length consensus sequences. An extreme variation of *B.*
Fig. 2. Consensus sequences of *B. belcheri* SINE families. Multiple sequence alignments for pools A (upper panel) and B (middle panel). The upper sequence (without a name) includes consensus sequences of SINE tRNA-derived region and CORE and/or Deu domains (which are indicated above together with pol III promoters). LINE-derived regions are indicated in blue font. The tail simple repeats are given in parentheses. The lower panel presents the Bfl2 consensus sequence with tRNA and Deu regions marked in green and yellow, respectively.
retrotransposons further complicates their analysis. However, we have identified the following LINE-partners of B. belcheri SINEs (Table).

**Bfl1**’s LINE-partner belongs to the Crack clade, it is most similar to Crack-16_BF in RU; this SINE-LINE pair also shares the tail sequence (AAAC)$_n$. We have found two full-length copies of this LINE (84 % over 59 nt).

**Bfl7** 3’ end terminus is similar to three genomic full-length sequences of an RTE clade LINE, RTE-18_BF and RTE-5_BF in RU (72 % over 32 nt).

All other SINE partners identified in B. belcheri genome belong to CR1 clade.

**BbeA1**. Thirty-six genomic sequences are similar to the 3’ end of 36 copies of a LINE family most similar to CR1-1_BF in RU (85 % over 47 bp).

**BbeA2** and BbeB5 have similar 3’-terminal sequences (82 % over 38 nt) suggesting that they share the LINE partner. BbeA2 is 81 % similar over 39 bp with two full-length genomic sequences of a CR1 clade LINE (CR1-7_BF in RU). The similarity of the region in BbeB5 with B. belcheri LINEs is lower (65 % over 39 nt) but more significant (89 % over 56 nt) with seven full-length B. floridae LINEs (CR1-7_BF in RU).

BbeA5 and BbeA8 have nearly identical 3’-terminal sequences (98 % over 77 bp). The genome of B. belcheri has 16 full-length copies of their LINE-partner, which can be divided into at least four different groups by the 3’ end sequences. The most similar RU consensus sequences are CR1-14_BF, CR1-16_BF, CR1-27_BF, and CR1-47_BF (73 % over 79 nt for BbeA5 and 73 % over 74 nt for BbeA8).

The 3’-terminal regions of two SINE families (Bfl4b and BbeB1) each correspond to two different LINE partners; and all of them belong to the CR1 clade. One LINE partner of Bfl4b is CR1-28_BF (4 full-length copies, 95 % over 52 nt); the other corresponds to CR1-17_BF, CR1-51_BF, and CR1-54_BF in RU (40 full-length copies, 70 % over 90 nt).

**BbeB1** partners are represented in RU by CR1-24_BF (5 full-length copies, 83 % over 85 nt) and CR1-33_BF, CR1-37_BF, and CR1-23_BF (14 full-length copies, 72 % over 82 nt).

**Tails.** The 3’-terminal simple repeats vary between SINE families. Actually, they could vary even within families (which is not unusual in SINEs). Some but not all SINE families have the same tail repeat sequence with their LINE partners: Bfl1, BbeA5, BbeA8, BbeB1 (with CR1-24_BF), and BbeB5 (underlined in Table).

**Other features.** Two SINE families (BbeA9 and Bfl7) have direct repeats (we searched for >70 % over >20 nt) in the body region downstream of the Deu domain (indicated by different colored arrows in Fig. 1). In addition, BbeA7 has an additional tRNA-related region in reverse orientation downstream of the CORE domain.

**SINEs in Lancelets**

The sequencing of lancelet genomes was an exciting scientific advancement, and the high variation of the genomic repetitive elements was noted. Unexpectedly, SINEs, which constitute a substantial volume in many eukaryotic genomes [15], remained unnoticed. Here we try to fill this gap.

The genome of B. belcheri harbors 18 SINE families, which amount to almost 14,000 co-
pies and ~1 % of the genome. All of them are tRNA-derived, although, from three different tRNA species. All families have central domains, CORE and/or Deu; accordingly, they can be conventionally divided into three groups: pool A (10 families) with CORE followed by Deu, pool B (7 families) with CORE only, and Bfl2 with Deu only. Notice that the Deu pattern is similar in all pool A SINEs (at least in the 5’ part) but distinct from that in Bfl2 (Fig. 1).

A half of SINE families proved to share the 3’-terminal region with one of *B. belcheri* LINEs, which suggests that these LINEs mobilize them. Most LINE partners belong to the CR1 clade with two exceptions, RTE and Crack (for Bfl1 and Bfl7 SINEs, both of which are found in *B. floridae*). Two SINE pairs share similar 3’-end sequences, and thus, the same LINE partners, BbeB5/BbeA1 and BbeA5/BbeA8.

We can think of two reasons why LINE partners of nine SINE families have not been identified. (1) These LINEs do not require the 3’ sequence to initiate the reverse transcription [16] or (2) they were active long ago and their sequences have degraded since then. The latter seems unlikely at least for the partner of BbeA4 (its mean sequence similarity is the highest of all *B. belcheri* SINE families suggesting the recent activity of both this SINE and its LINE partner). In addition, we could identify few full-length LINE partner copies due to sequencing errors not uncommon for repetitive sequences; or *B. belcheri* LINEs missing in RU could be omitted.

The number of full-length copies varies ~300-fold between families, from more than 6,000 to 20. Three most abundant families (Bfl4b, Bfl2, and BbeB1) amount to 65 % of the total number of SINE copies.

The mean similarity within a retrotransposon family can be considered a marker of their age. Thus, Bbe6 and BbeA7 (<70 %) were likely active before Bfl7, BbeA4, and BbeA8 (>90 %). Unexpectedly, no correlation was found between the mean similarities between SINE-LINE partners. This can be attributed to low numbers of full-length LINE copies and to their numerous subfamilies (data not shown). Overall, younger SINEs (>90 %) are few in number (20-155 copies) while two most abundant families are old (71-72 %). No such trend was observed in LINEs.

SINEs readily exchange their modules to maintain their amplification competence, which is mediated by both DNA-based mechanisms (common for all genomic elements) and RNA-related ones (specific for retrotransposons) [3]. The most explicable case is the replacement of LINE-derived regions when a new LINE variety becomes active. For instance, Bfl4b’s LINE partner seems to be inactive (62 % mean similarity), and the corresponding region in BbeB1 was replaced with the 3’-terminal region of another active LINE (98 %), while all other regions of Bfl4b and BbeB1 remained largely unaltered (Fig. 1).

The case of BbeA5 and BbeA8 can also be explained. They differ only by the tRNA-derived head, and this replacement could be either positive or neutral (but not negative; BbeA8 shares the tRNA-derived region with BbeB3, which has more genomic copies than BbeA5 and BbeA8) (Fig. 1). The function of SINE central domains remains enigmatic and we will refrain from speculating about their rearrangements. This also applies to the tan-
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Dem repeats found in Bfl7 and BbeA9 as well as to the tRNA-derived region in reverse orientation found in BbeA7 (although such regions were found in a few mosquito and apple SINES, [2]).

Surprisingly, no 5S rRNA-derived SINEs have been found in B. belcheri, although such SINEs exist in B. floridae (data not shown, one of them was mentioned in the Supplementary Materials of [8]).

The majority of genomes in higher eukaryotes contain SINEs, most commonly, one to three families; however, rare species can have six (wallaby Macropus eugenii and mosquito Culex pipiens) or even seven ones (sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) [2]. The multitude of B. belcheri SINE families is exceptional, eighteen (the more so considering that lancelet genomes are substantially smaller compared to most other chordates). This reproduces the multitude of LINE families in lancelets. The reverse transcription machinery of LINEs is required for the amplification of SINEs, and their ability to exchange modules allows them to utilize different LINE partners. For instance, Bfl4b acquired another 3’-terminal region, which allowed the nascent BbeB1 to use a different LINE partner (Fig. 1).

It is hard to explain the revealed extraordinary multitude of SINEs and transposons in general since we are only breaking new grounds in cephalochordate genomics. However, B. belcheri transposons are not hypermethylated [1], which is also true for tunicates [17] but not for higher chordates (vertebrates). At the same time, the rate of lancelet evolution is similar to that in tetrapods [1]. As a matter of speculation, we can propose that the system of repression of transposable elements has not been established in lancelets, and their amplification was limited by negative selection against deleterious transposon insertions. New genomic data on lancelets and possibly tunicates can bring light to this problem.
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Надзвичайна різноманітність сімейств коротких ретропозонів (SINE) у ланцетника Branchiostoma belcheri

С. А. Косущин, Н. С. Васецкий

Короткі ретропозони (SINE) - важливі компоненти геному вищих суксірують. Зазвичай в геномах є одне або кілька сімейств коротких ретропозонів. Мета. Пошук і аналіз SINE в геномі азіатського ланцетника (Branchiostoma belcheri). Методи. Власні і стандартні методи комп’ютерного аналізу послідовностей.

Результати. Було виявлено та проаналізовано 18 сімейств SINE B. belcheri. Висновки. Аналіз генома B. belcheri продемонстрував їх надзвичайну різноманітність. Обговорюється зв’язок великого числа сімейств коротких і довгих ретротранспозонів (LINE) ланцетників в зв’язку з особливостями геномів хордових.

Ключові слова: Короткі ретропозони, Branchiostoma belcheri, ретротранспозони.

Чрезвичайне разнообразие семейств коротких ретропозон (SINE) у ланцетника Branchiostoma belcheri

С. А. Косущин, Н. С. Васецкий

Короткі ретропозони (SINE) - важливий компонент генома вищих зукаріїв. Обично в геномах є одно або декілька сімейств коротких ретропозонів. Цель. Пошук і аналіз SINE в геномі азіатського ланцетника (Branchiostoma belcheri). Методы. Собственные и стандартные методы компьютерного анализа последовательностей.

Результаты. Было обнаружено и проанализировано 18 семейств SINE B. belcheri. Выводы. Анализ генома B. belcheri продемонстрировал их чрезвычайное разнообразие. Обсуждается связь большого числа семейст коротких и длинных ретротранспозонов (LINE) ланцетников в связи с особенностями геномов хордовых.

Ключевые слова: Короткие ретропозоны, Branchiostoma belcheri, ретротранспозоны.
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